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a b s t r a c t 

Large volumes of data are becoming increasingly available and can be very valuable for the analysis of different 

phenomena. These data can originate from multiple sources and be recorded in diverse formats, requiring 

preliminary scrutiny in order to be further used in scientific analyses. This first crucial phase of filtering and 

cleansing data is usually a cumbersome and time-consuming task, but automated routines can be developed to 

help researchers. A routine created with the R language is here presented, to screen, harmonize and aggregate 

international trade data, representing the trade flows between countries for specific products, in a timeframe 

that covers monthly flows for at least 15 years for most countries. The R script implementing these routines is 

provided, being easily adapted to other datasets with similar issues. 
• A step-by-step procedure for cleansing and harmonizing international trade data, using R programming 

language, is presented 
• Automated routines are very effective in obtaining robust and filtered data inputs to integrate in scientific 

models 
• Spatial and temporal patterns of worldwide trade relations can be explored to enhance our understanding 

of various associated phenomena 
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Specifications Table 

Subject Area: Environmental Science 

More specific subject area: Spatial and time-series data analysis 

Method name: Cleansing and harmonization of international trade data 

Name and reference of 

original method: 

Not applicable 

Resource availability: R script available as supplementary material 

Data acquisition 

Access to statistical data concerning the international trade of goods (imports) was obtained from 

the International Trade Centre (ITC) [1] . The ITC enlarged the digital open access of its database for

several months in 2020, providing monthly statistics of imported goods by country free of charge,

via their website [1] . The available information for specific commodities potentially associated with 

the accidental spread of Aedes spp. mosquitoes, specifically tyres (new and used) and live plants, was

collected for 79 countries. 

The access to this database faced several constraints, in particular the limited amount of data that

could be downloaded in each web interaction and their saving format. Due to these limitations, the

data retrieved for each country was composed of a set of separate files, the total number depending

on the years available, and the last column of a file was automatically assigned as the first column of

the following file, creating duplicates. The structure of the files for one single country could also differ,

specifically related to two issues: i) the number of rows in each file was different, because the number

of exporter countries varied over time; ii) the number and position of month/year columns could

differ, because other information was sometimes added besides the date (e.g. units). In addition, the

records for each individual country could be presented in different units (for example kilograms, tons

or number of individual units), in some cases with mixed quantities for the same date, which could

result in a missing (zero) or partial value for the total amount of imports, calculated as a “World” row

that was provided in the original data alongside each specific exporter country. 

Method details 

A cleansing and harmonization procedure to transform and organize the trade data obtained 

from ITC was developed, using R scripting tools and data wrangling packages [2–8] . The proposed

methodology ( Fig. 1 ) was applied to each country and product individually, storing the results in

specific folders created along the screening process, to maintain the database organized for further 

use. 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the overall methodology developed with R programming language for the cleansing and harmonization of 

the international trade data, including the major issues, data examples and processing steps. 
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eparate files for each country 

The first issue to overcome was the data being saved in separate files for each product and country,

ue to table size limitations in the downloading process ( Fig. 1 ). In each web interaction, only a

estricted number of date columns could be downloaded (n = 20), which recorded the year and month

f the trade flow. For most countries data was available between 2004 and 2019, but in some cases

he available period was shorter, therefore the number of downloaded files could also differ between

ountries. All the corresponding files (for product and country) were imported to R software and

tored as a list, based on string pattern search within the working folder, and were afterwards merged

n a loop by the name of the countries from where the product is imported (Exporters). The result is

 single file with the amount of imports per year-month in columns, and the name of the multiple

xporter countries in rows. 

ata recorded in different units 

The second issue arose from the registration of the imports in different units, depending on the

xporter country, the date or both. As such, some of the columns did not correspond to import

mounts (hereby called values), but instead to the description of the unit assigned to the value that

as recorded in the previous column ( Fig. 1 ), such as kilograms or individual units of the product.

oreover, different units could be recorded in the same column. These characteristics of the original

ata required a harmonization step that consisted in searching, within the merged dataframe, the

ocation of the values recorded in different units and subsequently converting them to the same

eight unit (in this case, to tons). The search was followed by an indexing function, based on the

osition of the corresponding columns and rows, since this helps define pointers to where the values

re stored within a dataframe. This had to be implemented in two different ways: 

) When the entire column recorded the same weight unit but different from tons, the search was

based on a full string pattern that was found in the last row of the merged dataframe, such

as “Imported quantity, Units”. The index position of these columns was then used to convert

simultaneously all the values of the columns that matched the pattern search criteria. 

) In the case of the columns where the values were recorded in multiple weight units, the search

for each specific value that required conversion was based on the indexing of the corresponding

column and row where each value was located. 

To automate this step, the search, indexing and conversion of the values were done with iterating

unctions. To ensure the applicability of the script for different countries and the execution of the

hole procedure without obstacles, and due to the possible different formats and structure of the

riginal data per country and product, each of the looping functions was only run if the appropriate

onditions were met, otherwise the execution of the script would proceed to the following step. 

uplicated and no data columns 

The third main issue was related to the duplication of columns, resulting from the merge of the

riginal files, and to the existence of columns that presented the description of the type of unit

ssigned, instead of import amounts. This was handled through the cleaning and sorting of columns,

sing iterations for string pattern search and replacement based on column names, the selection of

he columns which matched specific criteria and the subsequent filtering of the merged dataframe

y excluding the selected columns. The remaining columns were then sorted by ascending order of

ear-month, creating a structured time-series of product imports for each specific country. 

issing or partial world sum values 

The final issue was associated with the mixed types of units that were recorded in the same

olumn, which resulted in missing or partial values being provided for the row that collected the

World” value (sum of all imports) for the product and country. As such, the original row named
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“World” in the column of Exporters was replaced by the updated sum of all rows for each year-month

column, and this was placed as the last row of the dataframe, overtaking the strict alphabetical order

of Exporters names that the previous steps had automatically implemented. 

Conclusions 

The data screening procedure here presented was able to overcome the several issues found in

the data acquired. The functions applied are easily accessible from R software and corresponding

packages, and it can be implemented by different users, even those with limited experience in

programming tools. For each product and country, the whole script runs in about 1 minute with

computation capabilities up to 16 Gb RAM, and it is possible to adjust it to run for several countries

simultaneously. The screened data contains a fully harmonized time-series database with the amount 

(weight in tons) of imports regarding live plants and tyres, most being available between 2004 and

2019. The monthly data that became accessible after the implementation of this procedure, allows 

for the analysis of seasonal and annual trends of trade flows between countries and regions, which

can be explored in association with other phenomena, such as the potential spread of species that

disseminate vector-borne diseases [9–10] . The base script that assembles the whole procedure is

available as a supplementary file and can be adapted to other data with similar issues. 
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